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Abstract: Word sense disambiguation is very important to the semantic web. However, there is 

still no easy-to-use tool available. Here, we considering Knowledge-based Word sense 
Disambiguation (WSD) methods which heavily depend on knowledge.  Therefore enriching 

knowledge is one of the most important issues in WSD. In this paper, we propose a novel idea of 
combining WordNet and ConceptNet for WSD and also describe a Semantic Annotation Tool 
(i.e., ontology based markup component) for extraction of knowledge structures from web pages 

through the use of simple user-defined knowledge extraction patterns. We use this ontology as 
guider to the human annotator of the training set. In our approach, we first present a novel 

method to automatically disambiguate the concepts in ConceptNet; and then we enrich WordNet 
with large amounts of semantic relations from the disambiguated ConceptNet for WSD based on 
ontology. 

Index Terms: Word sense disambiguation, ConceptNet, WordNet, Ontology.  

 
I INTRODUCTION 

   It is well known that word sense disambiguation (WSD) problem requires access to vast 

amounts of common-sense world-knowledge. WSD is an intermediary step within many Natural 
Language Processing (NLP) applications, such as text summarization, machine translation, text 
processing, and so on. There are two main classes of WSD approaches: supervised WSD, and 

knowledge-based WSD. 
 In this paper, we are considering knowledge-based WSD. Knowledge-based WSD 

methods rely on the use of wide-coverage knowledge resources which do not need any human 
training labeled data. WordNet is one of the knowledge-based WSD methods. But the fact that 
the lexical and semantic knowledge contained in WordNet is not sufficient for WSD. However, 

most of the present methods mainly focus on enriching WordNet with limited lexical and 
taxonomic knowledge. 

 In this paper, we propose to use ConceptNet with the large amounts of semantic relations 
between concepts, to enrich WordNet and propose to use the ontology to disambiguate word 
senses. There are many ambiguous concepts existed, ConceptNet cannot be directly used to 

enrich WordNet. We use the ontology as guider to the human annotator of the training set. Thus, 
we develop a novel methodology to automatically disambiguate the ambiguous ConceptNet 

concepts. By using the disambiguated ConceptNet, we can enrich semantic relations in WordNet.  
 

II RELATED WORK 

In order to build a lexical knowledge base (LKB), the research uses various online lexical 
knowledge repositories such as WordNet 2.0 which defines the glossary, hyperonymy-hyponymy 

(“kind of” relation) links, meronymy- holonymy (“part of” relations), domain labels  which 
assigns a domain label (e.g., tourism, zoology, and sport) to most WordNet synsets, annotated 
copora (SemCor, LDC-DSO, and glossaries and usage examples of WordNet) which provide 
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examples of word sense usages in context, and dictionaries (i.e., Oxford Collocations, Longman 
Language Activator, and Lexical FreeNet1). Cooccurrence is used to extract concept pairs from 

the dictionaries that already describe WordNet’s sense such as SemCor. For others, sense is 
grasped to extract the concept pairs by applying the collocations. Diverse online repositories can 

maximally cover the concept pairs that are used in the real world. From such results, the LKB 
contains a total of 70,005,325 concept pairs which consist of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and 
adverbs. The LKB has been applied to structural semantic interconnections algorithm as the 

state-of-the-art WSD algorithm.  
Up to now, there are many approaches to enrich the knowledge of WordNet for WSD 

tasks. For instances, Magnini&Cavaglià (2000) proposed to use domain knowledge to assign 
domain labels to most WordNet synsets. Some researchers (Mihalcea&Moldovan, 2001; Navigli, 
2009; Hwang et al., 2011) proposed to enrich semantic relations by means of the disambiguation 

of the glosses of WordNet or other machine-readable dictionaries. Some other researches (Agirre 
et al., 2000; Cuadros&Rigau, 2008) extract semantic relations from Web to enrich WordNet. 

However, all above methods mainly aim to enrich lexical and taxonomic resources. Therefore 
some recent work (Mihalcea, 2007; Ponzetto&Navigli, 2010) exploits Wikipedia, a large 
collaborative Web encyclopedia, to extract the knowledge for WSD. However, the type of 

semantic relations extracted from Wikipedia is uncertain. Moreover, it is hard to know which 
semantic relations are transitive or belong to the same type (e.g. isA, part of).  

 
III CONCEPT NET 

ConceptNet is a large collaborative Web knowledge resource, which encompasses commonsense 

knowledge about the spatial, physical social, temporal and psychological aspects of everyday life  
 ConceptNet contains nearly one million of assertions represented as triplets like 

<concpet1, relation, concept2>, to define the concrete semantic relations between two specific  
concepts. All the assertions are organized as a semantic network, where a node stands for a  
concept, and an edge stands for a relation between two concepts. Therefore, if extending 

WordNet with the large amounts of semantic relations contained in ConceptNet, it is desirable to 
improve the performances of WordNet-based WSD methods. 

 
IV WSD CONCEPT NET 

For there are many ambiguous concepts existed in ConceptNet, it cannot be directly used 

to enrich WordNet for WSD. It is necessary to disambiguate the ambiguous ConceptNet 
concepts. 

 Let consider a ConceptNet assertion <c, relation, d>, where concept c is ambiguous (the 
cases of d being ambiguous or both c and d being ambiguous are the similar), in order to 
disambiguate c in this assertion, firstly, we construct a word sense profile (WSP) for each sense 

of c. Secondly, we measure the relatedness between the terms in WSP with d in the same 
assertion. Thirdly, we filter out the noisy terms in WSP, which would decrease the performance 

of ConceptNet disambiguating. 
Therefore, for each ambiguous concept of every ConceptNet assertion, we can assign the 

appropriate sense to it according to the WSP scores; and the resulted ConceptNet can be used to 

extend WordNet. 
A) Word Sense Profile construction 

WordNet is structured as a semantic network in  which nodes stand for a concept sense, and 
are linked by a small set of semantic relations such as hypernymy, hyponymy, meronymy, and so 
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on. For ambiguous concepts with multiple senses, there are multiple nodes in the network. The 
concept sense is represented by a synset. For a synset S, WSP(S) is defined as the set of words 

obtained from direct or indirect resources.  
B) Measuring Relatedness 

Given a ConceptNet assertion <c, relation, d>, after getting the WSP of each sense of the 
ambiguous concept c, we need to know which sense is the most likely one in this assertion by 
calculating a score for the WSP. To do so, we first measure the relatedness between a term in the 

WSP and d, and then compute the arithmetic mean of the values as the score of the WSP.  
C) Filtering the Noise Terms  

The score of any term in the WSP of the correct sense is lower than that in the WSP of 
incorrect sense, thus we can simply use the arithmetic mean of the scores to evaluate the 
relatedness of WSP and the assertion. However, it is inevitable that there are some noisy terms in 

WSPs, which will dramatically decrease the performance of disambiguating ConceptNet. 
Therefore, we need to pay efforts to reduce such noises. 

 There are two kinds of noises: those from WSP of the correct sense, and those from WSP of 
the wrong sense(s). Then the first kind of noises are from  WSP, which do not have close relation 
to d. Obviously, this kind of noises have high scores and would increase the score of the WSP of 

the correct sense, thus correspondingly decrease the probability of selecting the correct sense as 
the appreciated sense of ambiguous concept. The second kind of noises are from WSP which 

have close relation to d whereas occur in the incorrect WSP. Since they are closely related to d, 
their scores are usually low, hence lower the score of the WSP of the wrong sense, which may 
lead to selecting the wrong sense as the appreciated one for ambiguous concept. Such noises 

mainly come from the ambiguous terms contained in the WSPs.  
 

V ONTOLOGY BASED TOOL FOR WSD 

The ontology based tool is demonstrated as follows: 
Import Ontology: Currently, its input is limited to Web service modeling ontology. After 

importing an ontology, it parses this ontology and get all its ontological concepts. This Ontology 
is the text context of its concepts.  

Clean Ontological Concepts: For heterogeneous ontologies are used in the Semantic web, 
concepts could be compound concepts or informal concepts with any delimiters. 
Load Dictionary: So far, the dictionaries will be loaded. WordNet is set as the default dictionary 

and ConceptNet. For WordNet is a semantic lexicon for the English language, its database 
contains about 150,000 words organized in over 115,000 synsets for a total of 207,000 word-

sense pairs. 
Execute WSD Algorithm: Now, the concepts and the referred dictionary are both ready to 
execute WSD. The process of the WSD algorithm (defined in [6]) includes: 

(a) to analysis all the concepts in WordNet in order to get how many polysemy words, 
Single-words, exceptional words (which cannot be dealt by WordNet) are. The principle is 

only the polysemy words will execute the WSD algorithm.  
(b)  to generate all the wordwindows. If the size of wordwindow is assumed as 5, the first 
word of the wordwindow must be the target word and the rest are the context words. The 

principle is to use the single-words in each wordwindow as many as possible in order to 
improve efficiency. 
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(c)  to calculate the concept density by inspecting every subhierarchy of word sense 
branches retrieved from WordNet. Finally, the sense which has the highest concept density 

will be the result sense. 
 

VI CONCLUSION 

Word sense disambiguation is very important to the semantic web. However, there is still 
no easy-to-use tool available. Here, we considering Knowledge-based Word sense 

Disambiguation (WSD) methods which heavily depend on knowledge.  In this paper, we propose 
to use ConceptNet with the large amounts of semantic relations between concepts, to enrich 

WordNet and propose to use the ontology to disambiguate word senses. There are many 
ambiguous concepts existed, ConceptNet cannot be directly used to enrich WordNet. We use the 
ontology as guider to the human annotator of the training set. Thus, we develop a novel 

methodology to automatically disambiguate the ambiguous ConceptNet concepts. By using the 
disambiguated ConceptNet, we can enrich semantic relations in WordNet.  
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